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Executive Summary 

 
 
Gender Lens Investing Q1 2021 Review 
With special topic: Gender Lens + ESG Investment Criteria  

 

Key Findings  

❖ Publicly traded gender lens equity funds (GLEFs) totaled US$3.28 billion in AUM as of March 31, 2021. AUM grew 21% during 
the first quarter, for funds covered by Parallelle Finance as of December 31, 2020. 

❖ There are 13 global equity funds and 16 regional equity funds available to individual investors. These are listed in the U.S., 
Canada, the E.U., South Korea, and Japan.  

❖ AUM-weighted country allocations remain dominated by the U.S. at 58%. Canada, France, the U.K., and Australia round out 
the top five. Financials and Information Technology are the top sectors of these equity funds.  

❖ Within the growing range of gender lens fixed income offerings, six gender bonds were issued during the quarter: five in 

developing economies, one in Canada. The framework for the first gender bond in Africa was announced during the period.  

❖ Gender lens fixed income AUM was US$6.45 billion as of March 31, 2021. This reflects a 39% increase from year-end. Vehicles 

include U.S. and emerging markets funds, private financial institution bond issues, development finance institution (DFI)-

backed bonds, U.S. notes and certificates, and a lending platform. 

❖ We initiate coverage of a small, growing segment of Diversity & Inclusion funds, which focus on company D&I policies. 

❖ Gender lens investing is seen as a thematic ESG strategy. The report examines: How does gender lens investing (GLI) capture 
E, S, and G criteria? As strong growth in ESG investing continues, how is ESG incorporating gender lens criteria?  

❖ We propose a combined set of GLI + ESG investment criteria for each of the E, S, and G pillars.  

Figure A: 12 Largest GLEFs by AUM (in US$ millions)  

As of March 31, 2021 
Sources: Fund fact sheets 
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Figure B: Top GLEF Performers. Along with the broader market, the group of 29 gender lens equity funds (GLEFs) generally turned 

in single-digit gains for the three-month period ended March 31, 2021, with several funds in the double digits. A full discussion of 
performance and composition of the GLEF group is included in the report. 

 

Q1 Update on Corporate Gender Equality under Nascent Economic Recovery 

Even as economic recovery is underway, the full brunt of the COVID-19 pandemic's outsized negative impact on women 

is still be felt and documented. According to the National Women's Law Center's (NWLC) March update, U.S. women's 

unemployment stood at 5.7% at March 31, 2021. Unemployment for Black and Latina women remained particularly 

high at 8.7 and 7.3%. The unemployment rate for white men was 5.2%, while the rate for Black men was 9.8%. 

Women's labor force participation has declined to levels not seen since the late-80s, due in large part to the closures of 

schools and daycare, for which women have shouldered the brunt of increased caregiving work. Similar trends have 

unfolded for women beyond the U.S. Throughout the OECD, unemployment increased 1.7 percentage points for 

women in 2020, compared to 1.5 percentage points for men.  

Policy responses are underway in the U.S. The American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) included a range of provisions to 

support families, such as increases in the child tax credit, housing and utility assistance, and funding for education. The 

proposed American Families plan would devote resources and funding to a range of programs. These include paid 

family and medical leave, where the U.S. lags other OECD countries, child-care funding, universal pre-kindergarten, 

and tuition-free community colleges.  

As of March 31, 2021
Financials 

weighting

Technology 

weighting

Gender Lens Equity Funds (GLEFs)
in base 

currency
3 months 1 year

Group 

average: 

19.1%

Group 

average: 

16.7%

Glenmede Women in Leadership U.S. Equity Portfolio USD 11.98 66.72 12.6% 26.3%

Meritz The Woman Securities Investment Company KRW 10.93 59.05 5.0% 39.0%

AVA Gender Equality Tracker SEK 10.17 32.47 28.7% N/A

Barclays Women in Leadership ETN USD 8.86 54.42 N/A N/A

RBC Vision Women's Leadership MSCI Canada Index ETF CAD 8.80 46.90 33.2% 9.5%

iShares Refinitiv Inclusion and Diversity UCITS ETF USD 8.70 54.89 30.9% 9.2%

UBS Global Gender Equality UCITS ETF USD 7.79 57.09 31.4% 3.4%

Lyxor Global Gender Equality (DR) UCITS ETF USD 7.55 59.33 24.4% 7.7%

Daiwa ETF MSCI Japan Empowering Women Index WIN JPY 7.50 37.50 11.5% 13.8%

Fidelity Women's Leadership Fund USD 7.11 70.41 11.5% 25.6%

NEXT FUNDS MSCI Japan Empowering Women Select Index ETF JPY 7.09 34.28 11.8% 13.8%

RobecoSAM Global Gender Equality Impact Equities Fund EUR 6.93 32.41 15.0% 23.0%

Gender Lens Indexes

Solactive Equileap Global Gender Equality NTR Index USD 7.60 59.08 N/A N/A

MSCI World Womens Leadership Index USD 5.45 60.45 13.6% 21.3%

MSCI USA Womens Leadership Index USD 6.74 69.17 10.9% 27.8%

Broad Market Indexes

S&P 500 Net Total Return Index USD 6.05 55.56 11.3% 26.6%

S&P 500 Financials Net Total Return Index USD 15.80 66.28 100.0% 0.0%

S&P 500 Information Technology Net Total Return Index USD 1.90 66.07 0.0% 100.0%

MSCI All Country World Index USD 4.57 54.60 14.3% 21.3%

MSCI ACWI Financials Gross Return Index USD 11.57 57.95 100.0% 0.0%

MSCI ACWI Information Technology Gross Return Index USD 1.86 72.26 0.0% 100.0%

Sources: Fund & index fact sheets, FT.com, TrackInsight.com

Performance (%)
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U.N. leadership recently stressed that the global economy must not return to the previous gender discriminatory, 

unsustainable "normal". Gender lens investing is positioned to play a key role in supporting a women-focused recovery 

from the pandemic. Since 2007, a wide body of research has demonstrated that higher levels of corporate gender 

diversity at the board and C-suite levels are related to higher share price performance and better financial results on 

several metrics. Despite the proven performance and profitability benefits associated with gender diverse leadership, 

corporate WIL metrics have risen from historic lows, but progress is stubbornly slow. The report provides an update on 
global and corporate gender equality research from the quarter. 

Q1 Update on Gender Lens Equity and Fixed Income Funds 

There are 29 gender lens equity funds (GLEFs) available to individual investors, including 13 global equity funds and 16 

regional equity offerings. This includes two offering that pair of mutual funds/ETFs. As of March 31, 2021, AUM for the 

GLEF group is US$3.28 billion. Eight funds in the group are domiciled in the U.S., including two global funds, five U.S. 

equity funds and one Japan equity fund. Seven are based in Canada, with ten in Europe, three in Japan, and one in 

South Korea.  

Along with the broader market, the GLEFs generally turned in single-digit gains for the three-month period ended 

March 31, 2021, with several funds in the double digits. Top absolute performers are highlighted in Figure B. Six of the 

13 global equity funds ended the period ahead of the MSCI ACWI Index (USD). Four of the six U.S. equity funds 

outperformed the S&P 500 NTR Index, the Russell 1000 Index, and the Russell 3000 Index for the quarter, with the 

fifth fund in line with the SP500 and the R1000 and the sixth trailing all three. 12-month returns were strongly positive 

for the global and regional equity segments. Relative performance for both periods was mixed. Full performance data 

and analysis is included in the report. 

In addition to equity funds, there is a growing array of private and public gender lens fixed income funds and products. 

These include U.S. and emerging markets funds, private financial institution bond issues, development finance 

institution (DFI)-backed bonds, DFI-issued bonds, U.S. notes and certificates, and a lending platform. A global 

emerging markets fund is pending launch. As of March 31, total AUM of gender lens fixed income funds and vehicles 

was US$6.45 billion. Data on vehicles, size, and terms is included in the report.  

Special Topic: GLI + ESG Investment Criteria 

Gender lens investing is seen as a thematic ESG strategy. How well are GLEFs reflecting an ESG approach? Rooted in 

diverse corporate leadership and related measures of inclusive gender diversity, the WIL investment strategy captures 

the G of ESG, relationships with internal stakeholders. Our analysis shows that many GLI investments also capture an 

element of the S, relationships with external stakeholders, through a focus on supplier diversity, human rights 

exclusions, and product safety. The report explores several ways that GLI equity and fixed income funds are capturing the E 

pillar, environmental impact and climate risk.  

 

As providers vie for leadership in ESG reporting standards, there has been a focus on the materiality of ESG metrics by 

company and industry. Companies and ESG standards setters tend to focus on metrics with material - defined as able 

to be measured and documented - impact on performance or risk at the company or industry level. This approach suits 

reportable metrics around climate risk. But how does materiality fit when looking at gender equality ESG criteria? As 

spotlighted by ongoing research, the benefits of gender-diverse leadership are not sector-specific, and nor are the costs 

of lagging behind. The performance benefits of higher WIL have been demonstrated in global datasets which 

encompass all sectors and industries. These include the Fortune 500, the Bank of America stock coverage universe, the 
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Russell 3000 Index, and repeat results showing WIL benefits from a Credit Suisse research universe of 3,000 companies 

in 56 companies.  

 

ESG reporting standards should require corporations in all sectors to be measured on gender metrics: the G of internal 

inclusive gender equality, the S of diversity and equity in external relationships, and the E of addressing the gender-

unequal impacts of climate change, as well as investing in climate innovators with gender-diverse leadership. Publicly 

traded ESG equity and fixed income funds should then invest in the leaders on these metrics. Our proposed combined 

gender lens E, S, and G investment criteria are summarized in Figure C.  
 

Figure C: Gender Lens ESG. Our proposed combined gender lens E, S, and G investment criteria. A full discussion is included in the 
report. 

 

GLI + ESG fund investment criteria by ESG pillar
Data widely 

available? Leading datasets or sources

Fund is fossil-free or has target date to fossil-free or Paris Accord adherence. Yes Fund and holdings disclosures.

Fund holds women-led firms among its climate innovators and solutions providers. Limited

Equileap 100 Leaders list; gender lens equity index constituents 

lists; Parallelle Finance FemLed directory.

Fund seeks holdings are signatories to UN Women's Empowerment Principles (WEP). Yes WEP database.

Fund holdings have supplier diversity programs. Limited

Membership in supplier diversity network: WEConnect 

International, Global Supplier Diversity Alliance. 

Fund employs product safety and health exclusion criteria. Yes

Norway exlusion list; S&P ESG Exclusion Indices methodology; 

MSCI ESG Controversy Scores; use of custom sin stock list.

Fund employs human and labor rights exclusion criteria. Yes

UN Guiding Principles on Human Rights; UN Global Compact: ILO 

Core Conventions.

INCLUSIVE women in leadership metrics in leadership should be above average and 

growing. Yes Company public disclosures. Averages available. 

Inclusive gender balance in all management levels should be above average and growing. Limited Dependant on company disclosures. Some averages available.

Unadjusted pay gap should be disclosed. Limited Arjuna Scorecard (U.S.), Hampton-Alexander Review data (U.K.).

Family and medical caregiving benefits must be in place and include paid leave. Limited Dependent on company disclosures.

Forced arbitration is not employed for resolution of sexual harassment claims. Limited Force the Issue database.

Source: Parallelle Finance. Contact us for information on gender lens funds stated use of and adherence to these criteria. 

Additional considerations: Fund should actively advoate for inclusive corporate gender equality in: workplace, management, leadership, board, pay, caregiving benefits, 

and non-use of forced arbitration for resolution of sexual harassment claims.

Additional considerations: Fund should employ an assessment of inclusivity of products, services, and target markets. Fund should actively advocate financial services 

holdings to refrain from financing harmful products and human rights abusers. 

Additional considerations: Fund should actively advocate for financial services holdings to provide access to capital for those most impact by climate crisis, which are 

predominantly women.

Environmental Standards

Social Standards

Governance Standards

Criteria:

Criteria:

Criteria:

E
The fund's environmental and climate risk criteria should address the gender-unequal impact of climate change. Holdings should reflect inclusive gender equality in 

design and management of  climate-related innovations and solutions.

S
The fund's holdings should demonstrate inclusive gender equality in external and community relationships, as well as the absence of human rights abuses and the 

exclusion of harmful products and services.

G
Companies held in the fund should demonstrate high scores on inclusive gender equality in board, leadership, all levels of management, and workforce participation. 

Unadjusted pay gaps should be disclosed and addressed. Policies around caregiving benefits and anti-sexual harassment must be in place and public. Paid family and 

medical leave should be provided. 
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